Violence erupts after recovery of body parts of a cow and a calf in Bulandshahr

A police inspector and a calling constable were killed on Monday as they were en route to a police station in Bulandshahr and clashed with the locals over the recovery of the body parts of a cow and a calf. Police are investigating the matter.

Bulandshahr-Garh State minister Bhupinder Singh Rawat has already launched its third aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya was pro-
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9 girls missing, shelter homes say no aware

FIR lodged, Sisodia orders search of WCD office and superintendent of Sankar Ashram

The National Green Tribunal on Monday ordered the Delhi Police to file a case against the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) for not giving any action for non-compliance of orders for pollution.
Arms factory busted, gunrunner arrested

**STAFF REPORTER • NEW DELHI**

A major breakthrough, the Delhi Police has busted a manufacturing and supply unit of illegal arms in the Delhi-Noida border area and arrested a 41-year-old gunrunner, sources said on Monday after they seized 225 12-gauge and 52 7.62 mm cartridges and ammunition in the manufacturing and supply unit at Sohna Road in Gurugram.

The accused had set up an illegal arms manufacturing unit and was supplying these country made pistols and rifles to various criminals in Delhi, Noida and Gurugram, police said.

**SUPPORT CHAINS**

Iqbal had sold one cartrige to Naresh who was the shooter of Sunder Bhati gang of UP. Around 7-8 months ago, Naresh was killed in an encounter by the Special Task Force (STF) of Uttar Pradesh Police in Noida and the said cartrige was recovered from his car.

Iqbal had sold one cartrige and two pistols to Kartik, a resident of Sector 13A, Rohini. Kartik was also arrested, police said.

**PUBLIC NOTICE**

The Delhi Police have warned the public to report any suspicious transaction in exchange of currency, liquor, etc.
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Dengue toll rises to 4, fresh cases 551

The Delhi Government informed the Supreme Court on Monday that it has decided to focus on ‘hot spots’ to control the dengue outbreak. The apex court had on August 5 advised the city to ‘stop’ dengue after the city registered 551 fresh cases of the illness on Saturday and the dengue death toll rose to 18 on August 4.

“The Government of Delhi is committed to providing the citizens of the national capital a healthy, disease-free environment in line with the Prime Minister’s vision of ‘A New India’,” the Delhi Government said in its affidavit.

In its affidavit filed by Advocate Wasim A Qadri, the government said that the Delhi Government has launched a common app, through which commuters can plan their travel on approved fuel.

It added that the city’s air quality has improved with the help of various anti-pollution measures. “This year we had prolonged rainy season and the winters haven’t seen any decline as the temperature is still high in the afternoons. Due to high-quality travel experience, there has been a shift in the pattern and now the cases are through the year,” the affidavit said.

On Monday, the Delhi Government informed the court that it has launched a common app, through which commuters can plan their travel on approved fuel.

The court, while hearing a plea, had asked the city to ensure that the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (DMRC) and the government complete the works on time and start operating the metro line as soon as possible.

The new ‘One’ was launched in South Delhi.}
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Nepal friendly with India, China

Bhutanese Nepal cannot see the China andted against India, but Nepal wishes the China and Nepal to be friendly, according to the statements of Prime Minister Khadga Prasad Oli. He said on Thursday that Nepal's focus on the basis of self-reliance and friendship is universal to Nepal. Nepal Prime Minister

It is not possible that Nepal and China are friends and against India. Nepal is not an issue against another country, the Prime Minister said. Nepal Prime Minister

Communist parties in China and India are not against each other. China, India and Nepal's friends are being on both sides, the Prime Minister said. Nepal Prime Minister

It is common sense that China and India are not enemies. China's friendship with India is in the interest of both countries. China and India are friends.

The Chinese president and Prime Minister leave for Kathmandu and India will talk about the friendship and the development of the China and India, the Prime Minister said.

There are no differences and enmities between China and India. How can we not want to develop the friendship between China and India?

China and India do not have a border dispute. The border has been resolved. The border between China and India has been resolved.

China and India have been diplomatic relations and trade.

Nepal is happy with China and India. Nepal is happy with China and India.

New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Thursday granted the respondents time to file a reply in the PIL seeking an order for the removal of the Chinese army from Nepal, after the Chinese government requested that the case be deferred. The PIL, filed by the senior advocate Sri Harsh Agrawal, was heard by a bench comprising Chief Justice Dipak Misra and Justices A M Khanwilkar and D Y Chandrachud.

The PIL was filed on September 26 by a group of Indian citizens, including former Supreme Court judge A P Shah and advocate Rajeev Lodha, alleging that the Chinese army had fired on an Indian border post in January 2019.

The PIL sought directions for the removal of the Chinese army from Nepal and the imposition of an international embargo on China.

The Supreme Court is scheduled to hear the PIL on October 4. The Chinese government has sought the case to be deferred, citing a need for negotiations with Nepal.

The PIL was filed on the basis of an article in the Indian media, which reported that the Chinese army had fired on the Indian border post in January 2019. The article was based on information provided by the Indian government.

The PIL alleges that the Chinese army had fired on the Indian border post in January 2019, causing five Indian soldiers to be injured. The PIL seeks directions for the removal of the Chinese army from Nepal and the imposition of an international embargo on China.

On Thursday, the Supreme Court granted the respondents time to file a reply in the PIL seeking an order for the removal of the Chinese army from Nepal, after the Chinese government requested that the case be deferred. The PIL, filed by the senior advocate Sri Harsh Agrawal, was heard by a bench comprising Chief Justice Dipak Misra and Justices A M Khanwilkar and D Y Chandrachud.
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The Election Commission on Monday passed an order to hold simultaneous polls in four states and the Union Territory of the two Assemblies six months after the poll schedule was announced by the Kamatireddy Janasena Party, which has been issued to Reliance. The project never really took off and was taken over by Reliance Group.

The report, released on 26th January, said the RSS-led outfits have programmes of holding joint demonstrations on the death anniversary of B R Ambedkar and Secularism Day.' The RSS and the Hindu Mahasabha are involved in the process of creating a...
JELLYBEAN D'LLUMA

The strained relations between the two states are the result of the alliance partners' contest, a conflict of interest that the chief minister of Bengal, Mamata Banerjee, and Maharashtra's Devendra Fadnavis have been unable to resolve. The two leaders have not only been at loggerheads over the Sabarimala issue but also over a number of other issues, including the reservation law and the forthcoming Lok Sabha elections.

The Sabarimala issue, which has been a contentious issue in Kerala, has been a matter of concern for the two states. The Sabarimala temple, a Hindu pilgrimage site, is located in Kerala and is a hotspot for religious and political disputes. The temple's entry policy has been a subject of debate, with the temple administration and Kerala government on one side and the Hindu religious leaders on the other.

On the other hand, the reservation law in Maharashtra has also been a source of conflict. The law, which was introduced in 2013, has been challenged in the courts, with opposition parties accusing the government of favoring one community over another.

In conclusion, the strained relations between Bengal and Maharashtra are a result of the intense political competition between the two states. The issue of Sabarimala and the reservation law are just a few examples of the many issues that have contributed to the tension between the two states. It is crucial for the leaders of both states to find a way to resolve these conflicts and work together for the betterment of their people.
Five pilgrims killed in Jhansi

PTI/Jodhpur

Five pilgrims were killed and four others seriously injured when a speeding truck collided with a trailer, killing three people on the spot and leaving the others critical.

The accident occurred on the Jhansi-Pathwal-Hiranagar road, near Pathwal, when a speeding truck collided with a trailer. The victims were on their way to visit Ratangarh Parmanand Kushwaha (60) of Jhansi, when a speeding truck collided with the trailer, killing three people and critically injuring four others.

The victims were identified as Ramesh Kumar, 50, Ram Pratap, 45, and Shyam Singh, 18.

A group of people stopped the truck carrying eight cows from a Jammu-bound vehicle abandoned it on notice.

A case was registered in this connection and further investigation is on, the officials said.

TENSION IN KATHUA AS MORB TERROR PICTURES

PTI/Bhopal

TENSION IN KATHUA AS MORB TERROR PICTURES

Cattle smuggling humour

PTI

Tension prevails in Kathua in Jammu and Kashmir as more than 300 cattle smuggling activities have been reported in the area.

Kathua is about 80 km from Jammu. It is a major cattle market and a hub for cattle smuggling activities.

The cattle smuggling activities have caused tension in the area and have been reported to the police.

There were no immediate reports of any human or animal casualties in the fire.

Massive fire breaks out in Mumbai's Aarey Colony forests

PTI

A massive fire broke through a public park located in Mumbai's Aarey Colony forests on Dec 6.

The fire, which broke out at 8 am, was raging well and had spread to several areas by 10 am. At least 10 fire engines and a water tanker were deployed to control the fire.

The fire, which started in a dry grassland area, quickly spread to an estimated 4,000 acres of forest land.

The fire is said to have caused significant damage to the forest land and wildlife.

A case was registered in this connection and further investigation is on, the officials said.

MAHA GOVT FILES CAVETE IN SC ON MARATHA QUOTA LAW

PTI

The Maharashtra government has filed a caveat in the Supreme Court against the ruling that the 50% reservation for Maratha community is unconstitutional.

The Maharashtra government has challenged the ruling in the Supreme Court, seeking to stay the implementation of the Maratha quota law.

The government has argued that the 50% reservation for Marathas is necessary to address the historical disadvantage faced by the community.

The government has said that the 50% reservation is in line with the constitution, which allows for quotas to be given to disadvantaged communities.

The government has said that the Maratha community is a backward class and is entitled to reservation in education and employment.

The government has said that the Supreme Court must consider the historical, social, and cultural backwardness of the Maratha community before ruling on the matter.

The government has said that the Supreme Court must consider the historical, social, and cultural backwardness of the Maratha community before ruling on the matter.

The government has said that the Supreme Court must consider the historical, social, and cultural backwardness of the Maratha community before ruling on the matter.
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Paris burns again

India isn’t immune to fuel price pressures and France is a further lesson why policies cannot be totally people-unfriendly.

The Truyen Triangle would be defomed if that Champs-Elysees would be a total mess. That would be a natural and technical testing, all wear yellow vests to make it more difficult to audible, over a fuel hike by the Emmanuel Macron Government. About 130,000 people on the street in Paris. By far, the president is harshly and people scaling up and arches. Lunatic and chaotic with the cases are not that different. The violent triangles are not a problem. They are a part of the protest.

The two sides of this fierce conflict have been somewhat acceptable within our part of the world. In all public in perception. Paris has not seen such despair and anger and this protest is not new to us. Or if it has not called the attention away of one time. Disruptive think by Sylvain Cusset, a French sociologist, about the “Yellow Vests” movement. “The main theme of the movement is a mixture of two things: a moral renunciation of the fruits of the earth and looking for to disappear the perception of the distinction of the rich and poor, great of small, of men and of women, of class and of their own rights and liberties through violent and foment bar means as well, the establish structure and cut between the rich and the poor.”

The government in its anger and readers by upbuilding and throwing stones at the police. Besides, citizens have always had a racial solidarity when they want to be seen, heard and responded to. The time has been when the Macron Government, which has increased fuel prices to ostensibly tax hydrocarbons, reduce pollutants and save the environment, was a moral cause for a removal from reality. Protectors claim that the hike has further pushed up living indices, already affected by global economic slowdowns, and would be affecting non-city dwellers who come across these price jumps.

India has been known to favor poor price hikes in the protest last period, as in a different manner across the cities. This movement is not only the exiting reality and its fuel prices for the protest purpose of the popular economy.

However, there is a state that is ready to talk. Besides, India, Japan and China are among the Asian countries that pay a large price for procurement of crude from OPEC nations. This geo-political dilemma of the “Asian premium” has no short-term solution too even if the countries were to cartelize and form a cartel of their own. India is in the same boat and the prices of the market are driven.

However, in some states are ready to talk. Besides, India, Japan and China are among the Asian countries that pay a large price for procurement of crude from OPEC nations. This geo-political dilemma of the “Asian premium” has no short-term solution too even if the countries were to cartelize and form a cartel of their own. India is in the same boat and the prices of the market are driven.

The matter came before the High Court and they were rap- idly appealed against their conviction and sentence. The High Court had some hard words to say about the case. The police and the civil administration did not take timely or effective action to bring the culprits to book from escaping out of the control of law enforcement agencies. The National Investigation Authority (NIA) investigated the role of the prosecution in the investigation of the case and the Special Judge accepted the role of the prosecution in many cases.
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Unilever to acquire GSK Health for ₹27,750 crore

Half of direct tax collections netted; high growth clocked post DeMo; CBDT report

Outlook on Indian banks stable: Moody’s

India’s manufacturing at 11-month high in Nov
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A 45-year-old woman had been complaining of pain in her heel that radiated into the arch of her foot at night. The pain usually occurred after she had been standing or walking for a long time but also after she had been seated for long periods. Physical examination revealed a high arched foot and tight calf muscles which was suggestive of plantar fasciitis. The patient had tried to keep weight off her foot until the initial inflammation subsided, but the pain had persisted. Classically, it is worse in the morning with the first few steps out of bed and can be relieved by resting the foot muscles; tight, shortened tissue formation. Being a rich source of folate, studies have shown that it reduces the incidence of neural tube defects. Peanuts provide our body with the best ways to get rid of the cold. November is the month of AIDS awareness month, and it also means a feeling of déjà vu. The HIV epidemic in India is driven by factors like age, gender, and social well-being. “This means that a strong campaign for prevention is still needed.” HIV, and more.

Prevention

Eye drops is a good way to relieve the symptoms. Wear wadable socks. Using wadable socks without a barrier can reduce the risk of infection. Use a normal 5-6g of salt per day (around a teaspoon), and avoid adding salt to food. In summer and in winters not much eye care is required. On the contrary, ultraviolet rays can enter through half closed eyelids and can also reach the cornea. Some notions that sun rays cause damage to eyes are erroneous. Sun protection may include things like wearing sunglasses and sunblock in the morning. It is a common misconception that undernutrition is a cause of poor eye health. It is estimated that 1 in 100 people are affected by undernutrition.
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Court bars Rajapaksa from acting as PM

A Lankan court on Monday issued an interim order restraining former Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa and members of his political party from participating in the government from functioning in any capacity until December 12 on the plea that he had relinquished his office.

The petitioner has alleged that the move was intended to frustrate the law because he had already appointed a Prime Minister and Cabinet of Ministers, lawyers argued in the court.

The court also issued an order to prevent Government Ministers and Rajapaksa to appear before the President on December 12 for the swearing-in ceremony, and on December 13 to prevent them from discharging their duties.

The order also indicated that after December 12, the President could not appoint a new Prime Minister without the petitioner's consent.

Lanka Podujana Peramuna, commonly known as the People's Seed, led by former Finance Minister Basil Rajapaksa, filed the case on Monday.

Since his appointment, Rajapaksa and his Government faced two no-confidence motions.

A statement issued to the media on December 10 said that the petitioner had rejected the results of the two votes, saying they were not conducted in a legal manner and has requested the President to set a new poll on December 5.

Rajapaksa, meanwhile, called for a snap parliamentary election and said it was the only way to solve the ongoing political crisis.

In a special statement released officially, Rajapaksa said all those who respect democracy and peace would continue to boycott sessions held under his Government.

Trump urges Pakistan to support Afghan peace talks

US President Donald J Trump on Monday urged Pakistan to support Afghan peace talks, after he was informed that his visiting Prime Minister Imran Khan had written a letter to him.

In a tweet, Trump asked Khan to play its "role" in the Afghan peace process.

The President and Khan discussed "various aspects of Afghanistan" during their meeting in the United Nations last week, as Khan had apologized in his response to the Taliban's recent statement.

Trump recognized that the war cannot end until the Taliban understood that the United States of America would not engage in "one-sided deals or negotiations".
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Assisting are: John Stayton, Abu Bakar and Kshaun Haden of the 82nd Combat Camera Detachment, 1st Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Regiment, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, N.C. (U.S. Army photo by Staff Sgt. Jo Earhart/Released)
**‘Role in Zero was a challenge’**

Actress ANURAHKA SHARMA says she worked with two professional trainers to immerse herself into her role as Aaish, a scientist with cerebral palsy, in Aanand L. Rai’s Zero.

“I understood the challenge that I was going to face on an actor while playing this role. That is what excited me towards the role,” she said.

“I wanted to do it the right way and represent this correctly. I consulted with both trainers and Akshay Kumar. Sharada (my trainer) had already researched a lot with doctors (about this condition) when he came to me with the film. It helped me understand my character accurately,” she added.

---

**Trend**

**Teresa's special bond with Jordan**

Actress TESSA THOMPSON says she is glad to share a special bond with Michael Jordan. Teresa has worked with Michael in Creed II.

“I’m glad I got to play these characters and really have a rapport with each other the first time around. Since then, we’ve stayed in touch and maintained a friendship and seen each other through different milestones. Teresa said.

“I don’t feel like we’ve grown up together. And we have been friends since we were teens. Kicked to Nick and making sure I did... had such a blast.”

---

**Alex and Jordan**

Actress GENELIA DE’SOUZA, who also stars in the latest show, Surrey, shares the secrets to love and friendship with her co-star Michael Jordan.

“Alex and Jordan are in love and are engaged...,” said Genelia.

---

**Someone I wish I was**

Actor VINOD KUMAR shares how he wants to be someone else, and why he is grateful for what he has.

“Sometimes I wish I was someone else, but then I’m grateful for what I have,” said Vinod.

---

**‘Some biggest gatekeepers of patriarchy are women’**

Filmmaker LEENA YADAV treats all her films as opinion pieces on topics important to a progressive mind.

“Whether it was casting the ‘female colored’ creator genre as a way of bringing to notice that exhibiting a possible gender gap with their latest project Kahaani 3, filmmaker Leena Yadav tackled all her movies as opinion pieces on topics that matter to a progressive mind.

As many women are finding their voice against patriarchy, Yadav says response to her movies improved.

“Added about the common misinterpretation on the security around gender equality. Yadav said.

“Actually, Parvathybala come from the place of social conditioning of men and women rather than talking about the gender gap. The way we are conditioned means it will take time to understand the discrimination. Who is the first teacher of a child? Is it her mother? The biggest gatekeepers of patriarchy are women. It is equally difficult for a man to be in a society where he is realising that he is his own gender, and being a woman why the character of patriarchy is even more serious. It is that he realises that he has to be a woman and accept all its trials and tribulations.

Imagine the struggles women go through because they are taught in a certain way. Some things happen simply because she is a woman. It is a place that chooses to accept and follow or reject it. That’s the dilemma.”

---
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**When East met West**

Actress PRIYANKA CHOPRA and NICK JONAS marry in traditional Hindu ceremony.

“Recently gift vouchers are being used by couples and individuals as a gifting option. Earlier people would want to give out products, a shirt or something very personal in an effort to surprise. But 90 per cent of people are opting for gift vouchers at a rate of $50-80 per voucher, which we feel is better,” said Priyanka.

“Vouchers have been around for a while, either for something which comes with a romantic dinner or a meal with friends. These have come to be a mainstay. Same things happen in an extra effort. But 30 per cent of people are opting for gift vouchers as per their requirements, “ said Nick.

“Vouchers are an incentive or as part of compensations. Whether it’s a birthday, wedding anniversary, or as presents for Christmas or may be a special occasion like a friend’s birthday.”

---

**Millenials are ditching the traditional ways of giving presents to loved ones and are instead opting for vouchers and travel packages.**

By Team Viva

---
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The Delhi International Arts Festival has its first day and opens on a range of dances, opening doors to dialogue between international borders. By Avish Shrama

The world of art knows no limits when it comes to the best artists from around the world. The opening ceremony of the 17th edition of Delhi International Arts Festival (DIAF) at Patna maidan, witnessed performances from both, national and international artists. One can see a lot of Indian performances across the world and numerous foreigner art forms under one umbrella. “I believe that this is just the beginning of the biggest and biggest cultural event. I think that this opening ceremony of DIAF is absolutely surprising. The fact that there are four performances from India, Korea, China and the rest of Asia is absolutely amazing. At least four entirely different countries are facing each other and that too in India. Could anything be more breathtaking? When we change the sets on stage, ‘the glass sheets, where the captive’s heart isvoiced; the experimental drum opera; and the domino effect across the stage. The performance by The Korean Drum Group, representing Korea. The performance also held a unique form of Korean folk dance that was performed for the inaugural night (Chungpyung) of the event. The performance was a beautiful presentation of cultural exchange and demonstrated the importance of the arts in strengthening cultural ties. The performance also showcased the dynamic nature of the arts and emphasized the importance of cultural exchanges in promoting peace and understanding. The performance was a beautiful presentation of cultural exchange and demonstrated the importance of the arts in strengthening cultural ties. The performance also showcased the dynamic nature of the arts and emphasized the importance of cultural exchanges in promoting peace and understanding. The performance was a beautiful presentation of cultural exchange and demonstrated the importance of the arts in strengthening cultural ties. The performance also showcased the dynamic nature of the arts and emphasized the importance of cultural exchanges in promoting peace and understanding.
**INDIA’S TOP SPOT ON LINE**

- **INDIA**
  - The cricket team on No 1 spot
  - Looking to be at the state of their game in the upcoming Test series against Australia
  - Will be looking to maintain their top position in the ICC rankings

**NEW DELHI**

A 5-0 win in the last Test against Australia has taken India's Test team to the top spot in the ICC rankings, but the Indian cricket team’s No 1 Test ranking will not automatically carry over to the four-match series against Australia this November.

The ICC rankings, which are based on points accrued from matches played over a period of two years, will be updated after the completion of the current series against Australia. The team with the highest number of points will be ranked No 1 in the Test rankings.

India is currently on 123 points, followed by Australia on 120 points, England on 119 points, and New Zealand on 117 points. The next Test series against Australia will be played in December, and the team that wins will have a significant advantage in the ICC rankings.

India skipper Virat Kohli said, "We are looking at two key objectives. One is to finish off the series in style and give our fans a great festival of cricket. The next is to finish on top of the ICC Test rankings. We don’t have much control over this but we definitely want to try and give ourselves the best possible chance of finishing on top."

**Questions and answers**

Q: Will India’s Test ranking automatically carry over to the Australia series?
A: No, the ICC rankings will be updated after the completion of the current series against Australia.

Q: What is the significance of being No 1 in the Test rankings?
A: Being No 1 in the Test rankings means a team has the highest number of points in the ICC Test rankings.

Q: How many points does India need to secure the No 1 position in the ICC Test rankings?
A: India needs to secure 123 points to remain No 1 in the ICC Test rankings.

Q: Will India’s current ranking of 123 points automatically carry over to the Australia series?
A: No, the ICC rankings will be updated after the completion of the current series against Australia.

**INDIA v AUSTRALIA**

- **Series details**
  - Four-match Test series
  - To be played in December
  - India looking to finish on top of the ICC Test rankings

**NEW DELHI**

India skipper Virat Kohli said, "We are looking at two key objectives. One is to finish off the series in style and give our fans a great festival of cricket. The next is to finish on top of the ICC Test rankings. We don’t have much control over this but we definitely want to try and give ourselves the best possible chance of finishing on top."

India’s Test team has been in excellent form recently, having won the four-match series against England in the UK last month. The team is currently ranked No 1 in the ICC Test rankings and looking to maintain their top position against Australia in the upcoming series.

Kohli said, "We are looking at two key objectives. One is to finish off the series in style and give our fans a great festival of cricket. The next is to finish on top of the ICC Test rankings. We don’t have much control over this but we definitely want to try and give ourselves the best possible chance of finishing on top."

India’s next Test series will be against Australia in December, and the team is looking to finish on top of the ICC Test rankings. The series will be played in four matches, and India is looking to secure a clean sweep against Australia.

**Questions and answers**

Q: What is the significance of being No 1 in the Test rankings?
A: Being No 1 in the Test rankings means a team has the highest number of points in the ICC Test rankings.

Q: How many points does India need to secure the No 1 position in the ICC Test rankings?
A: India needs to secure 123 points to remain No 1 in the ICC Test rankings.

Q: Will India’s current ranking of 123 points automatically carry over to the Australia series?
A: No, the ICC rankings will be updated after the completion of the current series against Australia.

Q: Will India’s Test ranking automatically carry over to the Australia series?
A: No, the ICC rankings will be updated after the completion of the current series against Australia.
BRAHMOS is the strength of Indian Navy in naval warfare

Indian Armed Forces have undertaken major upgrades to their naval armaments and weaponry to keep up with the changing dynamics of the maritime domain. The development and deployment of the BrahMos cruise missile, a supersonic missile, has revolutionized the Indian Navy’s offensive capabilities. Born as an endeavor to develop a weapon system that can counter the latest advances in naval technology, BrahMos has been a game-changer in the naval warfare landscape. With its impressive range, speed, and accuracy, BrahMos has the potential to disrupt the enemy's air defence system, making it difficult for interception by the enemy. It is capable of flying at a top speed of Mach 3 and is extremely lethal in striking capability, making it a significant asset for the Indian Navy.

The BrahMos cruise missile is a joint venture of advanced technology between the Indian Armed Forces and undertaking BrahMos Aerospace felicitates the competency of the missile life extension technologies developed for the first time in India by key firms with the advanced features. The supercruise cruise missile, developed jointly by India's Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and BrahMos, is a unique example of the partnership between both the Indian nations in the maritime sector. It is the uniting efforts and consistent leadership of the entire unit of BrahMos, including the consortium of more than 200 Indian industries and multiple Russian industries, BRAHMOS and academic institu-
tions of both the countries, which have made significant contributions to design, development and production, leading to the induction of BrahMos in the Indian Armed Forces. More than 20,000 specialists, engineers and technicians, in more than 20 large and medium industries, are currently associated with BrahMos as a great strength and a force multiplier. BrahMos, with numerous launchers from various platforms, such as this advanced weapon system with continuous upgrades, is a game-changer in the naval warfare landscape.

BrahMos has proved to the world that a joint venture of advanced technology can lead to a high-performance product in the shortest possible time with far reaching dividends. BrahMos Aerospace felicitates the Indian Navy on this Navy Day.